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DTMMS (Deer Tribe Metis Medicine Society)
is the organization supporting the Sweet
Medicine SunDance Path, a spiritual path
to support our human quest for growth, for

WHAT IS RED LODGE?

excellence, maturity and integrity.

It is an international school located in the USA, Canada,

that provides teachings, ceremony and tools

Australia and Italy. The Red Lodge Longhouse program
www.dtmms.org

AT SASSO MARCONI, BOLOGNA:
NOVEMBER 22-25, 2018
JANUARY 17-20, 2019
MARCH 7-10, 2019
MAY 2-5, 2019
OCTOBER 24-27, 2019

offers one the ability to access higher level teachings
and ceremonies only after learning and experiencing
the basic level. The Red Lodge Longhouse Program is a

AT SANSEPOLCRO, AREZZO:
AUGUST 23-27, 2019

4-year progressive program.
It is an amazing journey to discover one’s individuality,
autonomy and freedom for the students attending it.
The school is open to everybody, regardless of their
color, gender, experience or belief.
It requires a special attitude that has a warrior willingness
to fight your own shadows so that you can be in charge
of your life experiences.
The tools you learn are powerful and can be essential in
any profession or leadership role in your life.

AN OPPORTUNITY TO MEET US:

RED LODGE OPEN DAY
SEPTEMBER 22-23, 2018
SASSO MARCONI, BOLOGNA

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
 Basic Twisted Hairs* Wheels for understanding the World.
 How to create your own Protection Bundle.
 Earth Astrology and your Totem animals.
 How to connect with trees and gain wisdom.
 How to shift your Reality Perception point.

Diane
Sea Dancer
Battung

Diane is a senior apprentice,
DTMMS teacher since
almost 30 years;
She is co-founder of the
Italian Red Lodge and
a passionate teacher,
responsible - with
enthusiasm and originality
- for the first year class.

FIRST YEAR

 How to balance the Chakras.
 One of the most powerful tools to understand the functioning of
the human consciousness: “the Star Maiden Circle”.

In the first year, you will learn new ways to look at the

You will get different ceremonial experiences, a sweat lodge in

world and at your connection with it. You have the

every session, a Journey in the Lower World to look for your Power

opportunity to discover a new language, a new way
of thinking that’s not linear in approach, but circular.
You will be introduced to the brilliant paradigm
of the Sweet Medicine Wheels. Every position on
these wheels has specific elemental qualities that
you can overlay together.

All of the wheels can

create holograms that allow you to deepen your
understanding about these elemental qualities.
The right hemisphere of our brain naturally works
in a circular way and it can be easier for you to
understand and remember things placed on a wheel.

animal, a special night on a mountain to talk with your ancestors and
much more.
*www.redlodge.it/twisted-hairs/?lang=en

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
 Your unique way to resist change and how to reverse this pattern.
 How to understand and confront your life tyrants.
 The way you wrote your Personal Story and how you can begin to

SECOND YEAR
Walter
Owl Eyes
Alamanni

Apprentice for more
than 20 years. He is the
Teen Lodge and the
Brotherhood Circle leader.
He is ceremonialist in Rites
of Passage for teenagers
and adults. As a counselor
and coach, he draws from
the Wheels and Keys of
SMSD to create tools
for personal growth and
development.

If the first year is primarily dedicated to getting to know

re-write it.
 Find and start using your Healing Tools.
 What is the Sacred Image of the Body and your Character Structure.
 What are the Sacred Laws of the World and of the Spirit.
 You will be introduced to the Medicine Pipe, one of the most

the Worlds of Grandmother Earth, the second year

powerful alchemic tools on the Sweet Medicine SunDance Path*,

looks at the inside of the person. You will be guided with

known and used by many people of the Earth.

training and supervision to understand how your story
was fixed into your body and how this molding and

 How to build a Dream Mesa, to actualize what you desire in
your life.

sculpting can limit you. And, at the same time, you can

You will get many more ceremonial experiences, one to increase

learn how to tap into the potential of who you are and

your life energy, one incredible Ceremony to meet Benevolent

how you step out into the world.

Death and much more.

You will gain a new understanding of what “character

*www.redlodge.it/sweet-medicine-sundance-path/?lang=en

refinement” means, a difficult and tough challenge
but most exciting as well. Other teachings include the
“Great Work” where you see what opportunities you
have in this life experience. You will learn the ways to
confront the most uncomfortable parts of yourself and
bring them into the light.

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
Naide
Flowing Thunder
Bruno
Chiropractor and
Naturopath,
Naide teaches in USA,
Canada and Europe.
She is co-founder of the
Italian Red Lodge. She
is in charge of the SMSD
Healing Paradigm.

Mary
Lightning
Strikes Twice
Minor

Mary is a senior apprentice,
SMSD teacher for more
than 25 years. She is the
Medicine Director.
She is co-founder of the
Red Lodge in Italy and
trainer in Rites of Passage
for adolescents and adults.

 How to find and use your Healing Tools Set.

THIRD YEAR

 What is an Healing Ceremony and how it works.
 You will learn how to find the cause of any sickness or illness.
 You will practice the use of the healing crystals.

Red Lodge Third Year is intense, both for the teachings

 You will learn the use of the fibers: how do we explore reality and

and for the ceremonies.

connect to others.

The self-knowledge process of the first two years will
prepare you to study the Twisted Hairs Healing Paradigm.

 You will learn the Problem Resolution Wheel* :with which you can
analyze any problem in your life, discern the cause and find the solution.
You will get other ceremonial experiences, a Kachina dance with the

This Paradigm is a highly sophisticated structure that will

Dream Teachers, a Healing Ceremony and a Vision Quest to meet

allow you to understand the cause of any sickness or

the Enemies of your evolution and begin to turn them into allies.

illness in your life. You will be able to apply this tool to
any problem in your life. You can place the problem on
the wheel and discern the cause and find the solution.
*www.redlodge.it/medicine-wheels-and-keys/?lang=en

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
 How to create abundance in your life.
 How to do a cord cutting to get out of co-dependency.
 How to Bless and Awake Medicine Tools.
 Monitor and support others while they are living a ceremonial experience.
 You will be introduced to the Keeper of the Fire training.
 You will get teachings on the Karma Pipe and Energy Pipe roles in
the Healing Circles.
 You will learn the Addictive Personality Paradigm.

Renata
Light Dragon
Carnegini

Renata has been for
several years the sponsor
of the Italian Earth Lodge.
She now serves with
excellence as a teacher,
a guide for apprentices
and a ceremonialist.
She is the teacher of the
fourth year.

 You will learn the Ladder of maturational development, a map of
your soul evolution.
 You will learn how to engage with Dharma.
 You will learn how to feed your “hungers”, how to fulfill your desires
and organize your life priorities.
The ceremonial intensity level is progressive. You will keep on
getting ceremonial experiences with the appropriate level for the

FOURTH YEAR
At Year 4, the teachings of the previous years are taken to

person you will be in four years.
For example the Shamanic Purification Lodges* in this fourth
year will be very powerful and intimate: important opportunities of
transformation and personal growth.

a deeper level. Techniques are practiced and refined to
allow students to reach their level of excellence.
You will learn what it means to be the “Leader in Your Life”
and to be a Rainbow Warrior at service of Life and Others.

*www.redlodge.it/shamanic-purification-lodge/?lang=en

